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  My Friend Flicka Book Mary O'hara,2005-08-02
Through his intense devotion to the colt Flicka, a
young boy, living on a Wyoming ranch, begins to
learn about responsibility and gain a better
understanding of his brusque father.
  Mind in Society L. S. Vygotsky,2012-10-01 The
great Russian psychologist L. S. Vygotsky has long
been recognized as a pioneer in developmental
psychology. But somewhat ironically, his theory of
development has never been well understood in the
West. Mind in Society should correct much of this
misunderstanding. Carefully edited by a group of
outstanding Vygotsky scholars, the book presents a
unique selection of Vygotsky’s important essays,
most of which have previously been unavailable in
English. The Vygotsky who emerges from these pages
can no longer be glibly included among the
neobehaviorists. In these essays he outlines a
dialectical-materialist theory of cognitive
development that anticipates much recent work in
American social science. The mind, Vygotsky
argues, cannot be understood in isolation from the
surrounding society. Man is the only animal who
uses tools to alter his own inner world as well as
the world around him. From the handkerchief
knotted as a simple mnemonic device to the
complexities of symbolic language, society
provides the individual with technology that can
be used to shape the private processes of mind. In
Mind in Society Vygotsky applies this theoretical
framework to the development of perception,
attention, memory, language, and play, and he
examines its implications for education. The
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result is a remarkably interesting book that is
bound to renew Vygotsky’s relevance to modern
psychological thought.
  To Shape a New World Tommie Shelby,Brandon M.
Terry,2018-02-19 A cast of distinguished
contributors engage critically with Martin Luther
King's understudied writings on labor and welfare
rights, voting rights, racism, civil disobedience,
nonviolence, economic inequality, poverty, love,
just-war theory, virtue ethics, political
theology, imperialism, nationalism, reparations,
and social justice
  Peacemaking among Primates Frans B. M. DE
WAAL,F. B. M. de Waal,2009-06-30 Examines how
simians cope with aggression, and how they make
peace after fights.
  Symbiogenesis Boris Mikhaĭlovich Kozo-
Poli︠a︡nskiĭ,2010-06-15 Evolution.
  Neural Plasticity Peter R.
Huttenlocher,2009-07-01 Neural plasticity--the
brain's ability to change in response to normal
developmental processes, experience, and injury--
is a critically important phenomenon for both
neuroscience and psychology. Increasing evidence
about the extent of plasticity--long past the
supposedly critical first three years--has
recently emerged. Neural Plasticity offers the
first succinct and lucid integration of this
research and its implications. Pointing out the
negative and the positive consequences of
plasticity, Peter Huttenlocher describes
plasticity in children and adults (in normal aging
and in response to trauma), in sensory systems,
the motor cortex, higher cortical functions, and
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language development, proceeding system by system,
and paying particular attention to the cerebral
cortex. One of the book's strengths is its range
of references, not only to studies on human
subjects but to the experimental study of animal
models as well. This book will be a unique
contribution to research and to the literature on
clinical neuroscience.
  Good Natured Frans B. M. DE WAAL,F. B. M. de
Waal,2009-06-30 To observe a dog's guilty look. to
witness a gorilla's self-sacrifice for a wounded
mate, to watch an elephant herd's communal effort
on behalf of a stranded calf--to catch animals in
certain acts is to wonder what moves them. Might
there he a code of ethics in the animal kingdom?
Must an animal be human to he humane? In this
provocative book, a renowned scientist takes on
those who have declared ethics uniquely human
Making a compelling case for a morality grounded
in biology, he shows how ethical behavior is as
much a matter of evolution as any other trait, in
humans and animals alike. World famous for his
brilliant descriptions of Machiavellian power
plays among chimpanzees-the nastier side of animal
life--Frans de Waal here contends that animals
have a nice side as well. Making his case through
vivid anecdotes drawn from his work with apes and
monkeys and holstered by the intriguing,
voluminous data from his and others' ongoing
research, de Waal shows us that many of the
building blocks of morality are natural: they can
he observed in other animals. Through his eyes, we
see how not just primates but all kinds of
animals, from marine mammals to dogs, respond to
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social rules, help each other, share food, resolve
conflict to mutual satisfaction, even develop a
crude sense of justice and fairness. Natural
selection may be harsh, but it has produced highly
successful species that survive through
cooperation and mutual assistance. De Waal
identifies this paradox as the key to an
evolutionary account of morality, and demonstrates
that human morality could never have developed
without the foundation of fellow feeling our
species shares with other animals. As his work
makes clear, a morality grounded in biology leads
to an entirely different conception of what it
means to he human--and humane.
  Naa P-51b-10-Na Dariusz Karnas,2022-04-15 This
book compiles the 4-view color profiles, scale
plans, and photo details of the single variant of
the NAA P-51B-10-NA. Scale plans are in 1/72
scale, plus drawings from wartime technical
manuals. It also includes photos of the details in
B&W and color.
  Engineering Animals Mark Denny,Alan
McFadzean,2011-05-16 The alarm calls of birds make
them difficult for predators to locate, while the
howl of wolves and the croak of bullfrogs are
designed to carry across long distances. From an
engineer's perspective, how do such specialized
adaptations among living things really work? And
how does physics constrain evolution, channeling
it in particular directions? Writing with wit and
a richly informed sense of wonder, Denny and
McFadzean offer an expert look at animals as works
of engineering, each exquisitely adapted to a
specific manner of survival, whether that means
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spinning webs or flying across continents or
hunting in the dark-or writing books. This
particular book, containing more than a hundred
illustrations, conveys clearly, for engineers and
nonengineers alike, the physical principles
underlying animal structure and behavior. Pigeons,
for instance-when understood as marvels of
engineering-are flying remote sensors: they have
wideband acoustical receivers, hi-res optics,
magnetic sensing, and celestial navigation.
Albatrosses expend little energy while traveling
across vast southern oceans, by exploiting a
technique known to glider pilots as dynamic
soaring. Among insects, one species of fly can
locate the source of a sound precisely, even
though the fly itself is much smaller than the
wavelength of the sound it hears. And that big-
brained, upright Great Ape? Evolution has equipped
us to figure out an important fact about the
natural world: that there is more to life than
engineering, but no life at all without it.
  The Physiology of Truth Jean-Pierre
Changeux,2009-06-30 In this wide-ranging book, one
of the boldest thinkers in modern neuroscience
confronts an ancient philosophical problem: can we
know the world as it really is? Drawing on
provocative new findings about the
psychophysiology of perception and judgment in
both human and nonhuman primates, and also on the
cultural history of science, Jean-Pierre Changeux
makes a powerful case for the reality of
scientific progress and argues that it forms the
basis for a coherent and universal theory of human
rights. On this view, belief in objective
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knowledge is not a mere ideological slogan or a
naive confusion; it is a characteristic feature of
human cognition throughout evolution, and the
scientific method its most sophisticated
embodiment. Seeking to reconcile science and
humanism, Changeux holds that the capacity to
recognize truths that are independent of
subjective personal experience constitutes the
foundation of a human civil society.
  Environmental Endocrinology and Endocrine
Disruptors Rosario Pivonello,Evanthia Diamanti-
Kandarakis,2023-04-20 This book describes how
exposure to various classes of endocrine
disruptors, as well as other environmental
chemicals targeting the endocrine system by
alternative non-endocrine mechanisms, impact on
endocrinological and endocrinological-related
diseases. It includes comprehensive reviews of all
aspects of environmental endocrinology, ranging
from sources and patterns of exposure and
identification of endocrine targets to direct
endocrine disruptive mechanisms and indirect
actions on the endocrine system, the latter
including endocrine cell-directed cytotoxicity,
oxidative damage, and genetic and epigenetic
aberrations resulting in endocrine damage. It also
examines the causal pathways and offers an
extensive overview of downstream endocrinological
and endocrinological-related disorders. In
addition, several chapters focus on
transgenerational actions, which are a topic of
particular interest. Lastly, evidence from
preclinical and clinical studies provides the
basis for an in-depth, critical discussion of each
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topic. The book is part of the SpringerReference
program, which provides access to ‘living
editions’ that are constantly updated using a
dynamic peer-review publishing process.
  Knight's Cross and Oak-Leaves Recipients 1939–40
Gordon Williamson,2012-05-20 In 1939 a new grade
in the Iron Cross series was introduced, the
Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross (Ritterkreuz des
Eisernen Kreuzes). It was awarded for a variety of
reasons, from skilled leadership to a single act
of extreme gallantry, and was bestowed across all
ranks, grades, and branches of service. As the war
progresed, further distinctions were created for
bestowal on existing winners, namely Oak-Leaves
(Eichenlaub); Oak-Leaves with Swords (Eichenlaub
und Schwertern); and Oak-Leaves with Swords and
Diamonds (Eichenlaub, Schwerter und Brillanten).
This book, the first in a sequence of four, covers
winners of the Knights Cross and the Oak-Leaves
distinction in the period 1939-40.
  Memory, Brain, and Belief Daniel L.
Schacter,Elaine Scarry,2001 This text will be
stimulating to scholars in several academic
fields. It ranges from cognitive, neurological and
pathological perspectives on memory and belief, to
memory and belief in autobiographical narratives.
  Vibrational Communication in Animals Peggy S. M.
Hill,2008-05-30 In creatures as different as
crickets and scorpions, mole rats and elephants,
there exists an overlooked channel of
communication: signals transmitted as vibrations
through a solid substrate. Peggy Hill summarizes a
generation of groundbreaking work by scientists
around the world on this long understudied form of
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animal communication. Beginning in the 1970s, Hill
explains, powerful computers and listening devices
allowed scientists to record and interpret
vibrational signals. Whether the medium is the
sunbaked savannah or the stem of a plant,
vibrations can be passed along from an animal to a
potential mate, or intercepted by a predator on
the prowl. Vibration appears to be an ancient
means of communication, widespread in both
invertebrate and vertebrate taxa. Hill synthesizes
in this book a flowering of research, field
studies documenting vibrational signals in the
wild, and the laboratory experiments that answered
such questions as what adaptations allowed animals
to send and receive signals, how they use signals
in different contexts, and how vibration as a
channel might have evolved. Vibrational
Communication in Animals promises to become a
foundational text for the next generation of
researchers putting an ear to the ground.
  The Question of Animal Culture Kevin N.
Laland,Bennett G. Galef,2009-02-16 Fifty years
ago, a troop of Japanese macaques was observed
washing sandy sweet potatoes in a stream, sending
ripples through the fields of ethology,
comparative psychology, and cultural anthropology.
The issue of animal culture has been hotly debated
ever since. Now Kevin Laland and Bennett Galef
have gathered key voices in the often rancorous
debate to summarize the views along the continuum
from “Culture? Of course!” to “Culture? Of course
not!” The result is essential reading for anyone
interested in the validity of animal culture, and
what it might say about our own.
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  "Emblem of Good Will" Zbigniew
Kantorosinski,1997
  Hidden Persuasion Marc Andrews,2019-07-16 Visual
messages are omnipresent in our daily life. They
are constantly attempting to persuade us to buy,
learn and act. Some are more successful than
others in influencing our behavior and choices.
What is the secret power of these messages? How do
they succeed in changing our behavior? This book
analyzes advertising beyond the persuasive power
of the imagery itself. It explains the psychology
behind 33 effective influence techniques in visual
persuasion and how to apply them. The techniques
range from influencing essentials to more obscure
and insidious ones. The reader will gain deep
insights into how visual means are constructed to
influence behavior and decisionmaking on an
unconscious level. All techniques are supported by
rich visual references and additional information
on the psychology of behavior change. This
publication is not just an eye-opener for
professionals and students in the communications
and design field, but also for anybody who wants
to understand how our behavior is influenced
unconsciously by advertising, social campaigns and
governmental messages. The book is co-authored by
leading figures in social infl uence and visual
persuasion. It is designed as an accessible modern
reference book for creating and understanding
persuasive visual imagery. It will open your eyes,
we promise!
  Vector-Borne Diseases Institute of
Medicine,Board on Global Health,Forum on Microbial
Threats,2008-03-18 Vector-borne infectious
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diseases, such as malaria, dengue fever, yellow
fever, and plague, cause a significant fraction of
the global infectious disease burden; indeed,
nearly half of the world's population is infected
with at least one type of vector-borne pathogen
(CIESIN, 2007; WHO, 2004a). Vector-borne plant and
animal diseases, including several newly
recognized pathogens, reduce agricultural
productivity and disrupt ecosystems throughout the
world. These diseases profoundly restrict
socioeconomic status and development in countries
with the highest rates of infection, many of which
are located in the tropics and subtropics.
Although this workshop summary provides an account
of the individual presentations, it also reflects
an important aspect of the Forum philosophy. The
workshop functions as a dialogue among
representatives from different sectors and allows
them to present their beliefs about which areas
may merit further attention. These proceedings
summarize only the statements of participants in
the workshop and are not intended to be an
exhaustive exploration of the subject matter or a
representation of consensus evaluation. Vector-
Borne Diseases : Understanding the Environmental,
Human Health, and Ecological Connections, Workshop
Summary (Forum on Microbial Threats) summarizes
this workshop.
  Byzantium and the Arabs in the Fourth Century
Irfan Shahîd,1984 This book elucidates the birth
of the new relationship between the Roman Empire
and the Arabs and the rise of its institutional
forms. Shahîd discusses the participation of the
Arab foederati in Byzantium's wars with her
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neighbors--the Persians and the Goths--during
which those Arab allies contributed to the welfare
of the imperium and the ecclesia.
  Game Theory Roger B. Myerson,2013-03-01
Eminently suited to classroom use as well as
individual study, Roger Myerson's introductory
text provides a clear and thorough examination of
the models, solution concepts, results, and
methodological principles of noncooperative and
cooperative game theory. Myerson introduces,
clarifies, and synthesizes the extraordinary
advances made in the subject over the past fifteen
years, presents an overview of decision theory,
and comprehensively reviews the development of the
fundamental models: games in extensive form and
strategic form, and Bayesian games with incomplete
information.
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